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3. Date : 29.05.201

4. Section(s) of Law

LP.C Section 12t B,1534
Explosives Substa Se::tion 3 ao

UnlawfulActivitic Act. Se’.t” i9,2O23
5. Type of Final Rep

6. If Final Report un-occu i-false!
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Original.

Sh. Vishal Garg, Addi. Supdt. of Police,

N LA., New Delhi.

L) Shri Rajendra Yadav son of Sh. Han Yadav, Security Guard, Mahabodhi Temple,

l3odhgaya, Bihar in RC-07/2013/NIA!DLI.

ii.) Sb. Dhakpa son of Sb. Ghorab, Terger Monastery, Bodhgaya, Bihar in RC

08/201 3/NLAJDLI.

iii) Sh.Surya Dcv Kurnar, Inspector of Police, Bodhgaya in

RC09/ 2013 / NIA/DLI.

10. Details of properties! Articles!

Documents recovered!

Seized during

Investigation and relied upon

As per Annexures
•SjJJ ‘“,/J

0

11. Particulars of accused persons charge sheeted

A-i

7. If charge sheeted Originall

Supplementary

8. Name of investigating Officer

9. Name of the CornplainautJ Informant:

0

a. Name Umer Siddiqui

b. Father’s Name Md. Safi Siddiqui

c. Age D:OB: 15.07.I978

d. Sex Male.

e. Nationality Indian.

f. Passport Details 3 70219772 date of issue 13.04.2011 PSK

Raipur

g. Religion Muslim.

h. Occupation Private Teacher.

i. Address (present) Noorani Chowk, Raja Talab, Police station Civil

lines, Raipur, Chhattisgarh.

j. Address (permanent) As above.
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k. Whether ArrestedJOn

Bail/Abscondina

Arrested on 02J2.2013, from Raipur, Chhattisgarh

and prescntly in Judicial utody

A -2

Azliaruddin Qureshi

Md. Sakiluddin Qurcshi.

Doll. 08.04.1993

Male

a.

b.

C.

Name

Father’s Name

Age

Sex

0

0

d. Nationality Indian

e. Passport Details J7 130713 Date Of Issue 31.10.2011

PSK Raipur

f. Religion Muslim

g. Occupation Un employed

h. Address (present) House No. 26/350, Opposite Marina Beauty Parlor,

Raja Talab, Police station Civil lines, Raipur,

Chhattisgarh.

i. Address (permanent) As above,

j. Whether Arrested/On Arrested on 02,12.2013, from Raipur, Chhattisgarh

Bail/Absconding and presently in Judicial custody.

A-3

a. Name Jmtiyaj Ansari @ Alam

b. Father’s Name Md. Kamaluddin Ansari

c. Age D.O.B.27.12.1983

d. Sex Male.

f. Nationality Indian.

g. Passport Details *

h. Religion Muslim.

i Occupation Shopkeeper.

j Address (present) Nichey Mohalla, Village- Sithio, Police station

Dhruva, Ranchi, Jharkhand.
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12.

k [ Address (permanent)

Whether Arrested/On

Bail/Absconding

a. [ Name
4—

Father’s Name

d. ISex

Nationality

As above.

Liken on n]stody from l3eur Jail, Patna, Bthon

EJ2.2Oli and presendyinjudkalcustody.

A-S

Tariq Ansari (since dead)

- TvId. AttaulIah Ansari

— D.O.B.0L01J990

Male.

Indian,

g. Passport Details -

h. Religion Muslim.

i Occupation Un-employed

j Address (present) Village Sithio, Police station Dhruva, Ranchi,

Jharkhand.

a. Address (permanent) As above.

b. Whether Arrested/On Since dead

Bail/Absconding (He died while activating a bomb on

27.10.2013 at Railway Station Patna). The

case against him shall abate.

Particulars of accused persons not Charge Sheeted:

A-4

a. Name Haider All @ Abdullab @ SaIim @ Skakur.

b. Father’s Name Md. Alam Ansari.

c. Age D.O.B. - 21.08.1988

d. Sex Male.

e. Nationality Indian.

f. Passport Details H5574543 date of issue 26.08.2009 PSK

Ranchi

g. Religion Muslim.
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Name

Occupation

Address (present)

Address (permanent)

Whether Arrested/On

BaillAbscondi ng

Ii

1.

a.

Un employed.

Liiic Mohallah, l)oranda, Ranchi, Jharkhand.

Village Kliiryama, P.S. Madanpur, Distt.

Aurangabad, Bihar,

He was arrested on 22.05.2014 in Crime No.

RC-lO/2013 of MA, New Delhi and presently in

Police custody in that case.

A-S

Mujibullali Ansari.

h. Father’s Name Md. Jabir Ansari.

c. Age D.O,B. 20.02.1990

d. Sex Male.

e, Nationality Indian.

f. Passport Details 17840145 date of issue 23-12-2011

PSK- Ranchi.

g. Religion Muslim.

h. Occupation Un employed.

i, Address (present) H.No- 61, Village- Chakla, Police Station

Ormanjhi , Ranchi Jharkhand

j. Address (permanentl As above.

k. Whether Arrested/On He was arrested on 22.05.2014 in Crime No.

Bail/Absconding RC/10/2013 of NIA, New Delhi and presently in

Police custody in that case.

A-6

a. Name Numan Ansari

b. Father’s Name Md. Sultan Ansari

c. Age D.O.B.

d. Sex Male.

e. Nationality Indian.

f. Passport Details J 7153672 date of issue 02.02.20 12

PSK Ranch
0
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13. Particulars of

iTIon lv1iisiim.

flccupatinn I in tinp1nyd

Address (present) Vi1lage Sithin. Police station Dhruva, Ranchi,

Jharkhand,

Address (permanent) _Js above.

Whether Arrested/On I-Ic was airested on 22A)5.2014 in Crime No,

Bail/Absconding RC/lO/201 3 ot’ NIA, New Delhi and presently in

Police custody in that case.

(I) Witnesses examined : Separate list attached as Annexure-I

(ii) List of documents

(iii) List of articles

Separate list attached as Annexure-il

Separate list attached as Annexure-Ill

14. If FIR is false, action taken : N.A

)
h

L
A-7

a. Name

b. Father’s Name

0

c. Age D.O.B. -

d Sex Male. *

-
—1

: c. Nationality Indian.

f. Passport Details -

g. Religion — Muslim.

h. Occupation Un employed.

i. Address (present) Village- Sithio, Police station Dhruva, Ranchi,

Jharkhand.

j. Address (permanent) As above.

k. Whether Arrested/On He was arrested on 22.05.2014 in Crime No.

Bail/Absconding RC/1O/2013 of NIA, New Delhi and presently in

Police custody in that case.
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- 15, Result of laboratory analysis

15 I A hag was found from the Mahahodhi complex (scene of crime) containing a monk’s

dress along with other articles which was seized on 07th July 2013. The same clothes

were sent to C.D.l*D. [lyderabad for its D.N.A. profiling. During the investigation,

DN.A. samples of father of one of the key accused (A4) Haider Ali were collected and

sent to the C,D,F.D. 1-lyderabad for comparison. A report received from CD.F.D.

Hyderabad (D) opined that DNA. found from the clothes ( saffron colour Pyjama.

light blue colour handkerchief and mask) from scene of crime and D.N.A of father of

accused (A-4) Haider matched. This is an important evidence which clearly

establishes the presence of (A-4) Haider All at Mahabodhi Temple on 07.07.2013

and his involvement in the blasts.

15.2 A report from CFSL, Kolkata, (D-53) No-CFSL(K)/EE/2013(NIA)-1020 dated

09.10.2013 received in which the expert opined about ingredient detected from the

extracts of exhibits collected from the scene of crime, could formed post explosion

Q residue of Ammonium Nitrate based explosive substance composition. The report result

opines about. the presence of Ammonium, Nitrate, Sulphate, Chloride and elemental

Sulphur. Presences of fractions of Petroleum-Hydrocarbons are also detected from the

case exhibits collected from the scene of crime.

15.3 A CFSL report No-CFSL(K)IEE/2013(NIA)-1020 dated 14.08.2013 (D- 39) CFSL,

Kolkata opined that the blood samples in the exhibits collected from the scene of crime

are of human origins.

15.4. A CFSL report No-CFSL(K)/EE12013(NIA)-1021 dated 09. 10.2013 (D-40) in which the

explosive expert opined about the ingredient detected in extracts from the exhibits could

form post explosion residue of “Ammonium Nitrate” based explosive substance

composition.

15.5 A CFSL report No-CFSL(K)IEE/2013(NIA)-1021/P-2707 dated 27.01.2014 (D-38 ) in

which the Physics expert examined one red colour cylinder with explosive substance and

sticker in which ‘Terger front’ was written.

() 15.6 A CFSL report No-CFSL(K)/EE/2013(NIA)-1022 dated 09.10.2013 (D- 42) in which the

Explosive expert opined that the ingredient detected in extracts on the exhibits collected
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)
from the scene ot crime, could form post explosion residue of “Ammonium Nitrate”
based explosive substance composition.

16. BRIEF FACTS OF, THE CASE

16. 1 l3odh Gaya is one of the holiest Buddhist worship places for Buddhist which is revered by
Buddhist people from all over the world. Every year thousands of Buddhist pilgrims arid
other foreign tourist visit Bodhgaya which houses the relics of Buddha and the holy Bodhi
tree,

16.1 The Bodh Gaya temple complex was rocked by a series of explosions in the early
morning of 7th July 2013. Many worshippers had just finished their prayer and a few
others were entering the temple complex when the first bomb blast took place at around
5:30 a.m. Nine explosions followed in the next one hour; three at temple sites and six
within the one kilometer radius. Two persons were injured when first explosion took
place near the Bodhi tree. Both of them sustained serious injuries and were taken to
hospital for treatment.

16.2 In total 13 bombs were planted out of which 10 bombs exploded and 03 live ones were
recovered. It was apparent that bomb blasts were carried out with an intention to kill
innocent citizens including children and foreign pilgrims especially Buddhist, in order to
create terror at a place of worship. These bomb blasts were an act of terror affecting the
sovereignty, security and integrity of India apart from having international ramifications.

16.3 The accused persons with an intention to inflict maximum damage had also planted a
bomb underneath an ambulance, parked in Mahabodhi complex thereby targeting even the
victims which would be taken to hospital after the bomb blasts.

16.4 Sb. Rajender Yadav, a guard at Mahabodhi complex made a written complaint to the
police station Bodhgaya in connection with blast at Mahabodhi complex. The complaint
was taken on record and first information report (F.I.R.) no. 162113 (D-7) dated
07.07.2013 under section 153 -A, 324, 307, 427,452 of 1.P.C., 17 of Criminal Law
Amendment Act (C.L.A Act), sections 3,4 of Explosive Substances Act and sections
16,18,20,23 of U.A.(P). Act was lodged by Sb. T.N.Tiwari, S.H.O police station Bodh
Gaya. The investigation of this bomb blast was commenced by Sh. Satish Kumar, D.S.P.
Gaya.

8



16.5 The accused persons also planted the bombs at nearby Terger Monastery and adjacent

fields (where students of the Monastery play football) with an intention to kill Buddhist

students and terrorize people. The bombs exploded in the football field and one live bomb

was recovered. In this case another FIR. 163/13 (D-8 ) dated 07.07.2013 was registered

under section 153-A, 427, of [P.C., 17 of Criminal Law Amendment Act (C.L.A Act),

Sections 3,4 of Explosive Substances act and sections 16,18,20,23 of U.A.(P). Act by ASI

S. B. Singh on the complaint of Sh. Dhakpa of Terger Monastery, BodhGaya.

Another important tourist place in Bodh Gaya, the 80 feet statue of Lord Buddha was also

targeted. A bomb exploded near the above statue and another live bomb was recovered.

An empty bus with registration number ‘UP-65-BT-8455’ which used to carry pilgrims,

was stationed at Sujata by-pass road Bodh Gaya. A bomb exploded under this bus and

one more bomb went off under a transformer located at Rampur Morh, Gaya. Another un

exploded bomb was also recovered from this site.

A third F.I.R. No. 164/13 dated 07.07.20 13 under sections 153-A, 427, of LP.C., 17 of

Criminal Law Amendment Act (C.L.A Act), sections 3,4 of Explosive Substances act and

sections 16,18,20,23 of U.A.(P). Act, (D-9) was lodged by ASI S.B. Singh, P.S. Bodh

Gaya on the complaint of Sh. Surya Deo Kumar Inspr. of Police, l3odh Gaya. The

investigation of all the three FIRs was entrusted to Sh. Satish Kumar, Dy.SP

16.6

16.7

16.8 The bomb blast sites are shown in the following photographs.

0

0
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Blast site of Mahabodtn tree.

0

0

Blast under an ambulance near Deep ghar

Blast in Ratnaghar temple
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Blast in Taraghar temple.

Bombs exploded at Terger Monastery

1

0

0
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0

Blast at 80 Feet statue of Lord Buddha.
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16.9 Immediately after the blasts, Police along with civil administration swung into the

action and after sending injured persons to a nearby hospital, the scenes of crime were

sanitized. The blood samples from the different sites inside the Mandir complex were

collected and seized in presence of independent witnesses and a memo was prepared

(1)41). A team of experts from Forensic Science Laboratory, Patna, Bthar

,reached the scene of crime and collected relevant material from the

scene of crime under a memo (1)- 13).

16.10 A plastic bag, white in colour, was found at the “Meditation Park” which contained a

monk’s dress, screw driver, a monk mask, some CDs, a knife and other items. This bag

along with the material/items in it, was seized and a memo was prepared (D-12) in

presence of independent witnesses.

16.11 An ambulance with temporary registration no. MKE-TT-7503 and a white bus

registration number UP-65-BD-8455 were seized as bombs had exploded under them.

A seizure memo (D-14) was prepared in presence of independent witnesses. The

material such as mud, wooden pieces, debris and blast remnants were seized from the

scenes of crime and sealed for further analysis to be done by C.F.S.L. experts. A seizure

memo (D-20) was prepared by Sub Inspector Jaiprakash Singh, P.S l3odh Gaya in

presence of independent witnesses.

Biast near the transformer.
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16.12 Besides these three unexploded gas cylinder bombs were seized from different Location.

These bombs were later diffused by the I3omh disposal squad of Bihar Military Police.

The remnants of different bombs like wires, silver, grey explosive, parts of gas cylinder

were provided for sending them to CFSL.

16.13 The initial leads in the investigation came in the form of statement of 03 witnesses

All these witnesses had noticed a young man in rnonx s

dress with shaven head, carrying a bag on his shoulder moving near the Mahabodhi tree

in a suspicious manner. The suspect caught their eye as he was offering prayers in a

wrong manner. The above protected witnesses observed the suspected person minutely

and later helped the investigators in preparing his sketch.

16.14 During the initial investigation carried out by the Gaya Police duly assisted by Sister

agencies, the tower dump of mobile phones of Bodh Gaya was collected and analyzed.

The people present at Mahabodhi temple complex were examined and their statements

were recorded. Photography of the scenes of crime was carried out, The suspected

C) C.D.Rs were analyzed and local hotelllodges/guest house were checked.

NIA INVESTIGATION

16.15 Meanwhile realizing the gravity of the offences, the Government of India transferred the

Bodh Gaya bomb blasts cases to N.1.A for investigation. Accordingly, this case was re

registered vide F.LR. No. 07/2O13INIAJDLI on 10.07.2013 for investigation and efforts

were made to unearth the criminal conspiracy and to apprehend the accused persons.

Further as per the directions of Government of India, the cases no. 163/2013 and

164/2013 of P.S. Bodh Gaya were re-registered as NI.A. Crime No. 08/2013 and

09/2013 respectively.

16.16 The National Investigation Agency, New Delhi took over the investigation of all three

above mentioned blast cases on 10th July 2013. At the outset, it seemed evident that all

the thirteen bombs (10 exploded and 03 un-exploded) were planted at Bodhgaya by the

same group of accused persons and the acts were a result of one conspiracy.

16.17 The investigation was carried out with the following initial leads which were available;
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i) A white plastic bag recovered from the scene of crime containing monk’s dress and

other items.

ii) Three umexploded bombs recovered from the scene of crime on which hand

wiitteil slips were pasted to indicate the place of planting.

iii) Other miscellaneous inputs such as use of lotus watch, small ‘Tata’ Gas cylinders.

detonators, wire, power supply-source battery etc. were available. Some other

materials like debris, iron disc, nails, mud, blood samples collected after the blasts

were available for the forensic examination.

16.18 In the last week of July 2013, the office of Director M&C Press Information Bureau

(P.1.8.), Patna received a hand written light brown envelope addressed to P.LB. Patna.

The envelope contained photocopy of hand written letter of eight pages allegedly by

Indian wing of Al-Qaida (Jamaat-AL-Tawheed-Wal-Qisas). The author of the letter

claimed the blasts in Bodh Gaya were to avenge the atrocities on the Rohingya Muslims

by Buddhist in Myarimar. The statements of witnesses including Director P.I.B were

taken on record which disclosed about the receipt of the letter claiming the

responsibility of Bodhgaya blasts.

UNRAVELING OF CONSPIRACY

16.19 MA broadened the ambit of investigation and all the extremist groups and organization

were put under probe. The initial breakthrough in the investigation of the case came

with the arrest of Indian Mujahideen (1.M.) operative Ahrned Sidibappa @ Yasin

Bhatkal by the N.I.A in RC 06/2012 in August 2013 (after one and half months of

J3odhgaya blasts). It was found that Yasin Bhatkal used to chat with I.M. chief Riyaz

Bhatkal (reportedly to be present in Pakistan) on internet, in which they also discussed

about targeting Bodhgaya. They wanted to take revenge against the alleged atrocities by

Buddhist on Rohingiya Muslims in Myanmar, In one of the chat sessions, Riyaz Bhatkal

told Yasin about some operatives of Students Islamic Movement of India (S.I.M.I.)

including a person namely “Buty” (later identified as Black Beauty @ Haider @

Abdullah of Ranchi) who may be involved in the l3odhgaya seriai blasts. The chat also

() referred to one S.I.M.I. operative Manzar Imam, who had been arrested by then. The

15



ROLE OF OTNER CO-CONSPIRATOflS

1630 During the investigation, the role of one (A-i) Umer Siddiqui, son of Shafi Siddiqui,

and (A2) Azharuddin Qureshi, resident of Raipur, also emerged as the co-conspirators

who were actively involved in the planning, preparation and conspiracy to execute

bomb blasts at Bodhgaya. Both (A-I) Umer and (A-2) Azharuddin had also harboured

accused (A-4) Haider , (A-5) Mujihullah, (A-7) (A-6) Numan when they

were absconding after Patna blasts. (A-i) Umer and (A-2) Azharuddin were arrested by

Raipur Police which had busted a S.LM.1 module in Raipur. Both (A-i) Umer Siddiqui

and (A-2) Azharuddin had provided shelter to (A-4) Haider, Mujibullah, and

Numan knowing fully well they were involved in Patna blasts. The records (D-112)

seized by Raipur Police were taken on record in which literature on Jihad and other

incriminating material was recovered from the house of (A-i) Umer Siddiqui and

others.

16.31 On 2t1 December 2013, both (A-I) Urner Siddiqui and (A-2) Azharuddin Qureshi were

arrested in the Bodhgaya serial blasts case. The examination of (A-i) Umer Siddiqui

revealed the entire planning and conpiicy i1,ted to Bodhgaya blasts. It was also

revealed that (A-i) Umer Siddiqui and (A-2) Azharuddin Qureshi were part of the

conspiracy to attack Bodhgaya blast. During the examination of (A-i) Umer Siddiqui

and (A-2) Azharuddin Qureshi, the complicity of (A-3) Imtiyaj Ansari resident of

Ranchi was also revealed as one of the main co-conspirators and planter of

bombs at Bodh Gaya along with (A-4) Raider, and Mujibullah. Accordingly (A-

3) Jmtiyaj, son of Kamaluddin Ansari,1Iwas also arrested on

11.12.2013 in the instant case. It also came out that (A-i) Umer Siddiqui was one of the

mentors (Amir) of (A-4) Raider. The idea to target Bodhgaya was given by (A-i) Umer

Siddiqui to (A-4) Raider. The execution of the blasts conspiracy was finalized only after

the discussion of (A-4) Raider with (A-I) Umer Siddiqui. It was also revealed that (A

1) Umer Siddiqui and (A-2) Azhar had provided some explosives to (A-4) Raider for

carrying out blasts at Bodhgaya and Patna. (A-i) Umer Siddiqui and (A-2) Azhar

provided shelter to all the absconding accused after the Patna blasts.

16.32 (A-i) Umer Siddiqui and (A-2) Azharuddin Qureshi deposed before a Judicial

i)
Magistrate and got their statements recorded under section 164 Cr.P.C. (D-72) and
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(D-73). They revealed in detail about the conspiracy, planning, preparation, planting

and harbotiring of accused rehned to Bodh Gaya bomb blast case.

16.33 Investigations brought out that (A-3) Imtiyaj Ansari along with his co-accused prepared

some of the bombs for Bodhgaya in his hous The trial sessions of the bombs

were conducted in nearby fields of villago see the effect of the blast, In

furtherance of this, accused (A-3) Jmtiyaj led the r’TtA. team to his house and the

nearby field area atRanchi. Two red coloured exploded iron cylinder were

recovered from the nearby fields (D-62) and Newspapers covered with explosive

(D- 61) were recovered from the residence of (A-3) Imtiyaj in presence of independent

witnesses. These disclosures were made under section 27 Indian Evidence Act.

16.34 Investigation also brought out all the accused used to discuss about atrocities on

Muslims in Kashmir, Gujarat riots, suppression of Muslims in the country and other

related issues during their meetings. (A-4) Haider had one computer on which he used

to show them Tarana)Taqreer/Videos on Jihad. (A-4) Haider also had close links with

C) LM operatives including Tahseen@ Monu @ Memon. It was (A-4) Haider who

introduced Tahseen to (A-3) Imtiyaj.

16.35 It also surfaced during the investigation that after the riots against Muslims in Burma

(Myanmar) in mid 2012, (A-4) Haider told his associates to take revenge against

Buddhist people. (A4) Haider also showed few video clips on his laptop and discussed

the plan. Subsequently (A-4) Haider, (A-3 Imtiyaj and (A-5) Mujibullah carried out

number of reconnaissances of Bodh Gaya few days prior to the blast date of O7’ July

2013. All security arrangements, police pickets, CCTV, routes and location of various

monasteries were also surveyed

16.36 Around 10 days prior to the Bodhgaya blast, (A-4) Haider and others brought explosive

materials, small cylinders, lotus watches and bundles of wire to (A3) Imtiyaj’s roonF

iE As per the instructions of (A-4) Haider, (A-3) Imtiyaj along with others prepared

the cylinder bombs. They conducted two-three trials of the bombs to see the effect.

Most of the materials used in preparation of bombs were procured from Ranchi and was

bought by (A-4) Haider and (A-5) Mujibullah. (A-4) Haider drilled the empty gas

cylinders with the help of a drill machine takerf
(A

20



‘Ihe same clothes were sent to C.D.F.D. Hyderabad for its D.N.A. matching. During the

investigation, D.N.A. samples of father of one of the main accused (A-4) Haider Au

were collected and sent to the C.D.RD. Hyderabad for comparison. A report received

from C.D.F.D. Hyderabad opined that D.N.A. found from the clothes from scene of

crime and DNA of (A..4) Haider’s father matched. Tis is an important evidence which

clearly establishes the presence of (A-4) Raider Ali at Mahabodhi Temple on

07.07.2013. The disclosure of Imtiyaj Ansari (A3) that the explosive part used in

preparation of the bombs was extracted from the Nazi green fire cracker, is corroborated

by the CFSL reports.

16,45 It is pertinent to mention that Bodhgaya blasts, Patna blasts and conspiracy for

future attacks (Hindpiri case) were borne out of a single mother conspiracy

involving accused (A-4) Haider All, (A-i) Unier Siddiqul, (A-2) Azharuddin, (A-3)

Imtiyaj, (A-5) Mujibullah,), (4.6) Numan Ansari, (A-7) - (4.8) Tariq

(since dead). They conspired, planned and executed the Bodhgaya blasts with help

of others in which bombs were placed and triggered off in Bodhgaya. Moreover, all

accused persons had common intention and motive to cause these blasts in

furtherance of the single conspiracy to kill innocent people, injuring persons and

damaging the public property. The evidences collected in inter-related cases i.e.

Bodhgaya blasts, Patna blast and Eram lodge cases which were borne out of one

mother conspiracy may be taken into consideration in a wholistic manner. In their

statements under section 164 Cr.P.C, (A-i) Umer Siddiqui and (A-2) Azharuddin

Quresbi have given substantial details about the conspiratorial meetings in 2012-

13. There is substantive evidences in the form of statements (both 161 Cr.P.C. and

164 Cr.P.C.), material exhibits, Seizure, disclosure under Section 27 Indian

Evidence Act, forensic reports, CDR analysis along with other circumstantial

evidence which prove beyond doubt the involvement of accused in the Bodh Gaya

serial blasts.

16.46 The investigation conducted so far establishes that the accused herein belonged to

S.I.M.L- a proscribed organisation by the Government of India under section 35 U.A.(P)

Act, having common intention and motive to target the Buddhist sites at Bodhgaya,

carried out bomb blast at various locations in Bodhgaya. The accused (A4) Haider All,

(A-i) Umer Siddiqui, (4.2) Azharuddin, (A-3) Imtiyaj, (A-5 Mujibullab, (A-6) Numan
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Ansari, (A-7)_ (A-8) Tariq (since dead) conspired, planned and executed the

blast with help of others. The intention of the accused was to cause communal

disharmony, strike terror in the minds of people and thereby causing threat to the

security and integrity of the country. The present charge sheet is being laid agalust

A-I Umer Siddiqui, A-2 Azharuddin Qureslii, and A-3 Initiyaj Ansari.

16.47 Recently the accused (A-4) Haider All, (A-5) Mujibullah, (A-6) Numan Arisari and (A

7)fhave been arrested on 21.05.2014 by the N.LA. in Patna bomb blast case (RC

no. lO/2013/NJA]DLI), The fresh evidence is being collected during the further

investigation and will be submitted before the competent Court in due course in the

form of a supplementary charge sheet.

16.48 The Bodh Gaya serial blasts occurred at Bodhgaya temple and vicinity on 07.07.2013,

are the result of single conspiracy which occurred almost at the samçtime / place and

same set of accused have played their role in all three cases i.e. RC no.

07/2013/NIAJDLI, RC no. 08/2013/NIAJDLI and RC no. 09/2013/NIAJDLI. As such a

single charge sheet is filed herewith before the Ld. Court against the accused (A- 1)

Umer Siddiqui, (A-2) Azharuddin, (A-3) Imtiyaj Ansari in above cases.

16.49 The sanction for prosecution Under Section 45(2) UA(P) Act for invoking sections of

the UA(P) Act alongwith sanction for prosecution under section 196 of the Cr.P.C for

invoking sections of IPC and consent of District Magistrate Under Section 7 of

Explosive Substances Act been obtained and are enclosed in original.

17. It is respectfully prayed that this Hon’ble Court may be pleased to take cognizance of the

offences as contained in this Charge sheet filed under Section 173 of Cr.P.C. read with

Section 43-D Clause 2 of the Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act 1967, and issue due

processes against the accused persons (A-i) Umer Siddiqui, (A-2) Azharuddin, (A-3)

Imtiyaj Ansari in accordance with law so that prosecution against them is started at the

earliest.
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Name of the accused Section of hLws

—

_

_

(A-I)
1PC -

: [20-B read with 153-A,307 Explosives

Urner Siddiqui Substances Act : 3, 4

Unlawful Activities (P) Act, : 16, 17, 18, 18—B, 19, 20,23

(A-2)
IPC

: 120-B read with 153-A,307 Explosives

Azharuddin Quresbi Substances Act, : 3, 4

Unlawful Activities (P) Act,: 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23

(A-3)
JPC -

: 120-B read with 153-A,307 Explosives

lmtiyaj Ansari Substances Act, : 3, 4

Unlawful Activities (P) Act, :16, 18, 1 8-A, 1 8-B, 20 & 23

18.1 As the accused (A-8) Tariq Ansari is dead (while activating bombs at railway station Patna on

27.10.2013), the case against him shall abate.

18.2 Further investigation u/s 173 (8) Cr.P.C. in respect of accused (A-4) Haider Au, (A-5)

Mujibullah, (A-6) Numan Ansari, —

and to unearth the complete

conspiracy involving other co-accused / suspects will be continued.

3

19. Despatchedon

20. No. of enclosures

29.05.20 14

As per annexure I, II, III, IV,V, VI

.
çj

0
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a

Charge sheet MA crime 06/2012/ NIA DLI

Charge sheet MA crime 1012013/ NIAJ DLI

List of protected witnesses

Forwarded by

25

List of enclosures

(i) Witnesses examined

(ii) List of documents

(iii) List of articles

a

2L

0

Separate list attached as Annexure-JI

rate list attached as

(v)

(v)

(vi)

>1

Annexure-IV

Annexure-V

AnnexureVl

Submitted

fI&1fr/


